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Abstract: Reliability plays a really important role for getting quality software. Already developed models of reliability prediction
are well-recognised resources to support the management of software quality. Though many practitioners proposed several reliability
prediction models but still, these prediction models have various problems during the use in the industry because there is a gap between
proper implementation of software reliability prediction model development and their industrial use. There is a need to fill the gap
between these two bridges of problems. Also the literature review of previous work and best practices, discloses the noticeable needs
and importance of software reliability prediction. With this, author also gives some suggestions to practitioners for increasing the
usability of the reliability prediction models. This article may help to developers for reducing the failure rate and enhancing the software
reliability.
Keywords: Software Reliability, Software Failure, Reliability Prediction, Reliability Growth Model, Usable Prediction Models.

1 Introduction
The reliability decides the acceptance or failure of the
software product. Due to high costs of development as
well as rising economic competition, developers have
increased the pressure to enhance the software reliability
for business continuity[1]. Further, practitioners are trying
to measure, control and predict the software reliability.
Reliability is the most noteworthy characteristic of quality
software and prediction of reliability is most measurable
process related to customer sake. Also, reliability
prediction is capable of delivering the outcomes perfectly
every time to the practitioners [3]. Also, it measures the
functionality of software to meet the operational needs. In
other words, it may be helpful to the acceptance of the
software product and ensures the software capability to
rectify its failure. Software applications are multifaceted
knowledgeable product, some errors are unavoidable
during software development process [7]. The
development process should include some measures to
find out these errors and failures as soon as possible.
Further, management process have many steps including
identifying the errors, classifying the errors on the basis
of error severity and mitigating the issues [11]. The
developers along with error criticality and severity
∗ Corresponding

management process can use reliability prediction
methods for assessing and minimizing the faults to
improve the reliability of the software.
The main aim of this article is to identify the
requirement of reliability prediction models and their
importance for industries out there in the market of
software [14]. Software reliability prediction models,
which provides sufficient information to the practitioners
for estimate the actual use of the prediction. There are
many growth models of software reliability developed by
different authors [20]. Unfortunately, use of these growth
models is never realized, every model is validated only on
a particular data set [21]. The range of datasets for
prediction models are validated and limited. Hence,there
is need to investigate the appropriate model of software
reliability prediction in industrial perspective.
Therefore,analysing the applicability of different popular
growth models of software reliability is an important
concern. To analyse the importance of popular reliability
prediction models, there is need to identify the features of
reliability, concerning the issues and suggestions for
improvement [25].
Rest of the paper is structures as follows: Definition
of software reliability, needs and importance of reliability
during software development process is discussed in
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section 2. Section 3 is discussing about prediction models
for software reliability. Section 4 is discussing about
needs of prediction models for software reliability.
Section 5 is discussing about importance of prediction
models for software reliability. Section 6 is given the
suggestion for developers to increase the software
reliability through prediction and finally conclusion is in
section 7.

model can be achieved either from the results of
forecasted data during the period of model application, or,
from the literature review [30]. In the broad category
growth models of software reliability can be distributed
into two categories including statistical models and soft
computing based models. Both of these categories of
models have its own pros and cons which will be
discussed later.

2 Software Reliability

4 Needs and Importance of Software
Reliability Prediction

Software reliability is defined as the possibility that
software will not face the failure for a specified period of
time [4] and also it performs as expected in a pre-defined
condition without being faulty for a specified time under
specified conditions [8]. Measuring reliability of software
is significant step for developing a quality software.
Almost all work of an organization depends totally on
software system thats why evaluating and improving
software reliability is necessary. Are reliability model
states the failure process on the key factors that affect
reliability of software including fault identification,
removal, and the operational environment. Further, the
failure rate of software applications commonly reduces
due to fault identification and removal [9]. Reliability of
hardware continues to change with change in time even
after the distribution of system, while the software
reliability is continuously improved throughout its
development time [7]. The main reasons for software
failure are complexity of software design, poor quality
control,marketplace, capability profitable targets and
engineering design estimation. Software complexity is
enlarged through number of lines increased in a software
application for lot of features. Lack of awareness is also a
main accountable purpose of software failure. Due to the
inherent complexity of the code and design of the
software, producing error-free and 100 percent quality
software is difficult [9].But there is a chance to improve
the reliability. And this is why importance of reliability
and reliability growth models is discussed in this article.

3 Reliability Prediction Models
A reliability growth model of software is designed to
develop suggestions by predicting the failure in advance
by taking lessons from the past failures to make quality
software which is reliable too [28]. If the evaluated
growth reduces through planned development, the
designers will have appropriate time to improve new
designs including new plans or resources to get the
recognized difficulties. Measuring and predicting
software reliability and its prediction needs the use of a
suitable reliability model that defines the difference of
reliability including time with its proper usage to software
industry as well [29]. The parameters for establishing the

Increasing need of software systems is influencing the
each and every field of todays life [6]. This importance of
software in every days life makes it more important to
develop a failure free software [28]. The growth activities
of developing software applications are principally
completed in a labour-intensive technique [5]. Also, it is
essential to design more reliable software and predict its
reliability, accurately. The impact of software failures
may have critical consequences for economy and other
important factors. To reduce the failure rates of software,
there are different activities to prevent errors including
error prevention, fault detection. Different software
metrics are also available to measure the software project
and thus its reliability. Unfortunately, software reliability
prediction models are not good as it could be [5].
Software reliability is still not at its highest after having
plenty of SRGMs available [6]. This is because of
incorrect application of these models. Software products
used in these days demand high quality and reliability in
software because these software are highly used in
different reliable sectors such as aerospace, aviation,
defence, high level data warehouses etc. For example:
NASA projects including space shuttle launching
consumes approximately 500,000 lines of software code
that is on board, and 3.5 million lines of code for ground
control [27,28]. These types of software demands high
accuracy and reliability with zero tolerance to faults.
Further, software reliability is one of important attributes
for software developers when developers are evaluating
the quality of the software on the basis of its performance.
Unfortunately, software failures are increasing in these
days [28]. Different types of software have its different
reliability severity also these software have adopted
different reliability growth models. Some of reliability
models that have focused on different types of factors
shown in table 1.
Table 1 is describing the research that has been done
in the field of reliability prediction on different phases of
software development. Plenty of prediction models has
been developed to work with execution or operation
profiling phase, but there are very less research in phase
of post-delivery defects. This strengthens the fact that
there is need to focus on this phase. Post-delivery defects
are those which cannot be distinguished while developing
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Table 1: Reliability Models Focussing on Different Factors
Model v/s

UAT/Post-Test Coverage/Execution/ Process and Total Input
Design/Com
Code Complexity
Reuse/COTs
Delivery Testing OperationProduct Metrics Areas

Attributes

-plexity

Gaffney[7]

X

/Tech
Defects /Inspection Profiling

GoelOkumoto[8]

X

X
X

2
2

X

2

X

Markov Reward[11]
McCall[12]

Addressed

X
X

Gokhale[9]
JM[10]

/SDLC

2
X

X

X

2
X

2

Musa Basic[13]

X

1

Musa Okumoto[14]

X

1

Nelson[15]

X

Ning Huang[16]

X

X
X

Rayleigh[17]
Singh’s Bayesian[18]

2
X

X

Shooman[19]

2

1
1

X

Tomek& Trivedi[20]

X
X

VivekGoswami[21]

2
1

X

1

X

3

Yacoub Scenario
X

X

Based[22]
Chin Yu Huang[23]

X

X

2

P K Kapur[24]

X

1

Michael R. Lyu[25]

X

1

Pratik Roy et al.[26]

X

X

2

software. Generally, these kinds of defects are hard to
remove and debug. Hence these bugs and defects effects
maximum on reliability of software.

5 Suggestions for Practitioners
Reliability plays an important role to get quality software.
With the help of practitioners, failures of software are
identified and rectified during software development
process. Further, software testers are tested to detect and
remove the all errors with respect to failures. Measuring
the detected and removing the errors with respect to
software failures is called reliability of the software.For
many important software applications, growth model of
reliability plays a significance role to critically examine
the software quality on the bases of previous failures [1].
The growth model is based on quantitative and practical
based model. Also, this type model is helpful to estimate
and predict the reliability of the software to improving the
quality.
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Developers are using such models to detect failures
and decide whether and when to release the software in
market according to its predictability of faults.
Predictability of the growth model of reliability aims at
predicting the number of faults and measurement of
reliability, which is further useful in maintaining the trust
of user towards software. In this work, some pertinent
reliability prediction models have been examined to
improve the usability of growth model of reliability in
industrial perspective. Existing growth models of
reliability prediction do not address during whole process
of software development. Because, it is tough to calculate
the software reliability of the end product.
This article is trying to identify some pertinent
methods according to its applicability and provide
suggestions for the practitioners to incorporate these
models while development. The suggestions are prepared
after thoroughly studying the current scenario of industry
usage of growth models of software reliability. The
suggestions are summarized in the following points:
–It is found that no thorough literature has been done to
get the details of using reliability modelling researches
into the real time software systems during development
–Only a few tools of reliability modelling are merely
used in software industry.
–Almost all the models and methodologies have been
implemented only on small and limited data sets.
–There is a need to conduct more experiments over large
datasets and real world scenarios to extract concrete
conclusion about the implication of software reliability
growth models.
–After critically examining famous Software
Reliability Models, it can be concluded that number
of models are available in the market or industry but
none is able to use most of reliability attributes hence
delivers unreliable systems to stakeholders.
–According to this study, every reliability prediction
model focussed on maximum three of attributes which
may nowhere provide a reliable software.
–Based on assumption of using more than three phases
for designing a reliability prediction model, it can be a
wide area for research.
–This study may motivate developers to develop
reliability prediction model which can produce a
reliable as well as usable software with the
perspective of industrial usage.

6 Conclusion
The reliability decides the acceptance or failure of the
software product. Due to high costs of development as
well as rising economic competition, developers have
increased the pressures to enhance the reliability for
increasing the users satisfaction [31]. For increasing the
reliability, practitioners are trying to measure, control and
predict the software reliability.This paper studied a
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number of already developed reliability growth models
(RGM) and its use in different phases of development
respectively. This was found in the study that there is no
generalised reliability prediction model that can be used
during software development process. Authors come up
with the suggestions to developers to develop and
prescribe a generalised reliability prediction model which
might use with every phase of development. This
generalisation will also reduce the time and cost spent on
application of different reliability prediction tools at
different phases.
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